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Dear Representative,

         Hello, my name is Arjun Banerjee and I am the Head Chair of the 2019 Inter-Korean 

Dialogue. This is a historic moment in our nation’s history, as we have come to an agreement 

to hold dialogue with the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea on March 1-3, 2019. In this 

committee, you and your colleagues will be responsible for setting possible terms, proposing 

said terms, and compromising with DPRK to develop a comprehensive unification agreement. 

After developing your agreement, the bloc will decide whether such terms is best for our 

country and choose to keep or defect from the agreement. Lastly, representatives have the 

freedom to affect the cooperative environment by proposing directives, which will be voted 

on by the bloc and passed when there is a majority vote (50% +1). One exception to this rule 

is the declaration of war. This directive needs to pass unanimously by the bloc and must 

undergo evaluation by the chairs. Remember, our goal here is not to go to war, but create 

terms that will be advantageous to us.

Additionally, two representatives from the People’s Republic of China will be present in the 

bloc to help provide guidance and support during the entire process. Chinese delegations 

will be unable vote on setting and agreeing to the terms and directives pertaining to North 

Korean action (also including deployment of nuclear weapons and the declaration of war). 

However, these representatives can not only propose and vote on logistical matters, such as 

unmoderated, moderated caucus, etc (if confused, all BMUN procedures are fine), but also 

send directives of their own to influence decision making.

Attached to this letter is a brief background of the history of two Koreas, the structure of 

our government, and possible areas of negotiations. Review them carefully, conduct more 

research, and develop certain terms that can be discussed in committee. We will be waiting.

Sincerely, 

Arjun Banerjee

Head Chair, Joint Cabinet Crisis

Berkeley Model United Nations, Sixty-Seventh Session
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Introduction
 In the field of international relations, there is a tendency for scholars to observe 

trends and hypothesize about a certain future. However, to predict correctly is harder than 

one thinks, primarily due to two reasons. First, the international community is in a state 

of anarchy. Anarchy, in this context, does not mean chaos or destruction, but rather the 

absence of binding laws that govern the behavior of these states. To put it simply, states 

do not have a set of consequential guidelines that they must follow. Therefore, in the 

international community, states are self-interested by nature. This makes predicting actions 

of countries so much more difficult, as self-interest dictates action rather than dictating laws. 

Second, these states are run by people, and people are irrational. Different administrations 

have different foreign policies, decisions and their implications are never crystal clear, 

and leaders have significant say in the direction of a state’s position in the international 

community. And no issues can embody these two difficulties more than that of Korean 

Reunification.

 With current developments, Korean Reunifications seems to be an almost impossible 

issue to predict and solve. With every step taken, the issue seems to take two steps back. 

When one thinks that the issue is going in a certain direction, it completely shifts to a 

different one. However, despite the issue’s many variables, there are trends in both South 

and North Korea that have the possibility to significantly benefit or deter both nations from 

reunification. In other words, although difficult, there is still a possibility of reunification and, 

when it occurs, it will have a reverberating effect in the international community.

 
History of Separation

The Emergence of North and South Korea
         The emergence of North and South Korea began when the Korean peninsula received 

its independence from Imperial Japan in 1945. However, despite Korean independence, 

Korean self-determination was severely limited due to the expanding spheres of influence 

from both the Soviet Union and the United States. Few months later, under the jurisdiction 

of the Yalta Agreement, the Korean peninsula was officially split at the 38th parallel, with 
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North and South Korea under the “guidance” of the Soviet Union and the United States 

respectively. Despite both superpowers agreeing that both spheres of influence would 

reunify, there was a lack of action that would have signaled the possibility of reunification. 

With a lack of a definitive plan, the matter of Korean reunification was handed to the United 

Nations, which declared that elections would be held in 1948. However, the elections, 

which would have selected parliamentary seats based on population, would have severely 

underrepresented North Korea relative to South Korea. Despite lack of top-down willingness 

to effectively monitor reunification, grassroots organizations made efforts to do otherwise. In 

protest of the United Nations decision to hold elections in 1948, the North Korean People’s 

Committee held a conference where leaders from both North and South Korea announced 

that they would boycott the 1948 elections. Among those leaders were Kim Ill-Sung, the 

North Korean premier, and Kim Gu, the founder of the Korean Provisional Government. 

This would be the last time leaders from both nations would meet, as the United Nations 

constitutional election was held only in South Korea on May 10, 1948, followed by a 

presidential election that elected Rhee Syngman over Kim Gu by 91.8 percent, and the formal 

establishment of the Republic of Korea on August 15, 1948. Following the separate election, 

North Korea held its own parliamentary election on August 25, 1948 with a single coalition, 

the Democratic Front for the Reunification of the Fatherland, taking 98.49 percent of the 

vote. Finally, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was established on September 9, 

1948.

The Korean War
         One of Kim Gu’s takeaways in the meeting with the North Korean People’s Committee 

was the possibility of war. After the April Summit, Kim Gu, in his recorded conversation with 

the Chinese Nationalist Minister, Liu Yuwan, stated:

Even if the Communists stop expanding the Korean Red Army for three years to 

come, all the efforts in South Korea will hardly be able to build up an army to the 

present strength of the red army. The Russians will easily set it on its southward 

swoop without incurring the blame for the moment a government is set up here, 

the People’s Republic will be proclaimed. (Wilson)
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Kim Gu’s proclamation came true perfectly, when on June 25, 1950, North Korea, with a green 

light from the Soviet Union, launched a lightning attack on South Korea, not only capturing 

Seoul in two days but also driving South Korean forces southward to Busan. In response to 

North Korean aggression, the United Nations Security Council passed resolution 84, providing 

military aide to South Korea. The Soviet Union and China did not veto this resolution because 

the USSR was then boycotting the United Nations and Chinese delegation was the current-

day Taiwan rather than the People’s Republic of China. With a series of successful military 

maneuvers, South Korea was able to push back the North Korean forces, taking Pyeongyang 

on October 1950. As the war looked in favor of the South Korean and the United Nations 

forces, The People’s Republic of China joined the war. Following the Chinese support of North 

Korea, the South Korean and the United Nations forces were pushed back to the 38th parallel 

line. After violent skirmishes pushed back and forth the border between these nations, an 

armistice was established on July 27, 1953, ending the fighting but not the war. This event 

completely reaffirmed the notion of two separate Koreas and, since then, progress towards 

reunification has become bleaker.

Progression of the Korean War     Source: Chapter Map
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North Korean Government Structure
         As North Korea was under the influence of the Soviet Union and later Communist 

China, the North Korean government structure is heavily based on the notion of democratic 

centralism, or the idea that the state is ruled by a single communist party. Although North 

Korea has different political parties representing different interests, the state’s ruling 

communist party is the Workers’ Party of Korea. Founded in 1949, the Workers’ Party of 

Korea not only is the most represented political party in North Korea, as it holds 607 out of 

687 seats in the Supreme People’s Assembly and is the party lead by Kim Jong Un, but also is 

constitutionally mandated as the leading party in North Korea, as the constitution explicitly 

states “the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea conducts all activities under the leadership 

of the Workers’ Party of Korea” (North Korean Constitution). However, although one party 

rules North Korea, the governmental structure that manages and runs the nation is split in to 

two different branches.    

    

Legislative Branch
         The Supreme Peoples’ Assembly is the unicameral legislature of North Korea. Similarly, 

to other legislative branches, the Supreme Peoples’ Assembly handles domestic affairs, such 

as determining state budget, enacting and revising the constitution, and approving members 

of the State Affairs Council. As stated before, 607 out of 687 seats in the legislature is held 

by the Workers’ Party of Korea, and the rest of the seats are held by small parties, such as 

the Korean Social Democratic Party and the Chondoist Chongdu Party. Together, these three 

parties form a single ruling coalition known as the Democratic Front the Reunification of 

the Fatherland. Although the Supreme Peoples’ Assembly’s primary responsibility lies in the 

domestic sector, this does not mean that this legislature is unimportant. When considering 

negotiations, a state must consider not only its diplomatic relations with the other party but 

also how the terms will benefit the state domestically. For North Korea, its main motivation 

is “a deep desire to preserve the family business – a small country that is an improbable, 

walled-off survivor of the Cold War” (NY times). Yet, research, conducted by Tara O, projects 

that the North Korean regime is placed in a downward spiraling paradox where the regime, 

“[one on hand,] cannot feed its people resulting a damage in its legitimacy, while [, on the 
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other,] it is unlikely to implement reforms and open up its economy, as it may challenge the 

regime.” Finally, at the end of the spiral, Tara O projects the collapse of the Kim regime. With 

this in mind, influencers of domestic affairs play an important role in identifying key domestic 

issues and negotiating to mitigate those challenges.

Executive Branch
         North Korea’s executive branch, also known as the State Affairs Commission, acts 

as the central committee that dictates state action. Unlike some systems of government, 

where power is evenly distributed among different institutions, North Korea’s centralized 

government consolidates power to the top, creating an institution that can bypass checks 

and balances and the bureaucratic holdings of it. Besides working as the central committee, 

the States Affairs Commission also acts as the cabinet of the North Korean government, with 

members assuming different responsibilities. The head of the State Affairs Commission is the 

Chairman. The Chairman is the head of state, and power is transferred through bloodlines. 

According to the 2016 constitution, the Chairman’s responsibilities and powers are to:

Direct the overall affairs of the State;

1. Personally, guide the work of the National Defense Commission (now the State 

Affairs Commission);

2. Appoint or remove key cadres (members of the State Affairs Commission) in the 

field of national defense;

3. Ratify or rescind major treaties concluded with other countries;

4. Exercise the right of granting special pardon;

5. Proclaim a state of emergency, a state of war and mobilization order within the 

country.

When considering these powers, the Chairman acts as the face of negotiations, working 

collaboratively with the Vice Chairmen, signing and ratifying treaties, and ultimately abiding 

or ignoring the terms of agreement.

         The rest of the State Affairs Commission is made up of Vice-Chairmen, who are 

appointed by the Chairmen and approved by the Supreme Peoples’ Assembly. These Vice-

Chairmen handle different domestic and foreign issued that the federal government must 
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address. The three positions that hold the most amount of power are the Vice Chairmen of 

the Workers’ Party of Korea, the Premier, and the director of the Korean People’s Army, as 

they are key institutions that keeps the government afloat. However, this does not mean that 

other Vice-Chairmen do not hold actual power. For example, in the light of the 2018 Inter-

Korean Summit, Ri Su Yong, the Vice Chairman for International Relations, visited and met 

with officials from Cuba and Russia. All of these Vice-Chairmen will play an important role in 

advising the Chairman to either accept or decline the terms of negotiations or develop new 

ones that will better serve the North Korean bloc.

Possible Areas of Negotiations

Economic Cooperation
 One of the weakest parts of the North Korean state is its economy. According 

McKibbin, the North Korean economy, starting from the 1990s, nearly halved, due to series of 

natural disasters and cuts of economic aide due to the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 

demand for trade settlements from China. From then on, the North Korean economy declined 

at a rate of -0.5 percent. Despite a declining economy, North Korea still maintains its high 

budget for the military, with the 2015 estimates projecting that the state spent 22 percent of 

the GDP on military expenditures. As a result, North Korea has the fourth largest army in the 

world. Compared to South Korea, where only 8% of the nation’s infrastructure is unpaved, 

North Korea’s infrastructure covers only a small portion of the nation, with 97 percent of the 

roads unpaved. Overall, North Korea’s economic growth rate is decreasing with -1.1% (2015).

 Most of North Korea’s economic decline is attributed to core structure of its economy. 

During the nation’s development, the first Chairman, Kim Il Sung, emphasized the notion of 

juche ideology. Both an economic and international policy, juche primarily focused on the 

state to be a self-sufficient. As a result from juche politics, North Korea not only built itself on 

the decisions of the existing regime but also isolated itself from the global sphere, including 

its market. A growing globalized economy and a lack of trading partners, due to the fall 

of the World Communist movement, have placed North Korea in a particularly dangerous 

position. According to Alexis de Tocqueville, “the most dangerous moment for a bad 
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government is when it begins the reform.” As the North Korean economy declines, the regime 

cannot feed its own people, damaging the legitimacy of the juche and communist notion of 

“democratic centralism,” yet, “it is unlikely to implement reforms and opens up its economy, 

as it may challenge the regime.” Under this paradox, Tara O believes that the Kim regime is 

bound to collapse.

 Therefore in order to avoid collapse, North Korea must tread very carefully between 

reform and consolidation of state power. One possibility of addressing economic stagnation 

is keeping to the status quo. One strategy that North Korea has used countless of times is 

that of “crisis-negotiation-concessions.” According to Andrei Lankov, Director of Korea Risk 

Group, North Korea’s economy lacks self-sufficiency, due to its suffocating state controlled 

system, therefore, it needs economic aid from outside nations. However, due to its isolationist 

juche ideology, North Korea is left to a strategy where it will create and resolve crisis, all the 

while receiving negotiatory or concessionary aid in promise to keep the crisis down. Now, 

with credible threat of nuclear weapons, “Pyongyang began to receive regular payments in 

exchange for a promise not to develop nuclear weapons.” One downside to this strategy is 

tenuous situation of credible threat. Credible threat makes it so that a state must not only 

pronounce its willingness to attack but also must follow through in that threat. Therefore, 

in response to the decisions of  other states, North Korea must follow through on its threat. 

Another possibility of addressing economic stagnation  is cooperation with South Korea. 

In the third 2018 Inter-Korean summit, both sides agreed to “Normalize the Kaesong 

Industrial complex and Kumgang tourism project as soon the conditions allow.” This may 

improve legitimacy of the Kim regime, as with the re-establishment of the Kaesong Industrial 

complex, North Korea’s vast abundance of natural resources can be sold, as 50 billion tons 

of iron ore is worth to be about 200 billion USD, and also boost the stagnating labor force. 

Furthermore, in further cooperation with South Korea, North Korea will be able to build its 

infrastructure, as agreed upon in the summit. However, a possible downside is the tradeoff 

of reform. In compliance to the 2018 Inter-Korean summit, North Korea also must cooperate 

with other terms, such as nuclear disarmament and further dialogue. And as one of the terms 

of agreement, was to “pursue trilateral meeting involving the two Koreas and the United 

States… with a view to declaring a end to the War,” the United States may push for complete 
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disarmament in North Korea. 

Dialogue / Establishing Peace
 In the 2018 Inter-Korean summit, continuation of dialogue and establishment of peace 

in the Korean peninsula were key terms of negotiations. Under this declaration, both North 

and South Korea “agreed to hold dialogue negotiations in various fields”, encourage active 

participation between the two states by “staging various joint events on the dates that hold 

special meaning for both South and North Korea, such as June 15th, in which participants 

from all levels, including central and local governments, parliaments, political parties, and 

civil organizations, will be involved,” and ultimately “transform the demilitarized zone into a 

peace zone in a genuine sense by ceasing as of May 1 this year hostile acts and elimination 

their means.” But when considering these agreements, one must wonder why North Korea, 

which has been nothing but hostile to South Korea would want to establish dialogue with 

South Korea.

 The simple answer is money and security. The North Korean government understands 

itself to be precariously perched. Its people are starving, it is very poor and its main 

defense is the threat of nuclear war. So war with South Korea would almost certainly result 

in its destruction, so war is not favorable to it. As we have shown North Korea benefits, 

economically, from threatening war, but a peaceful dialogue that guaranteed aid would be 

preferable. 

 Security for the Un regime means two things. One there is security in the traditional 

sense, where the country must be kept safe from outside actors, but for a dictatorship like 

the DPRK, security also means defending the regime from internal collapse. Dialogue with the 

South Koreans can help the Un regime with both forms of security. No war means no war, 

which is good for the state. But on the internal side, a dialogue with the South Koreans could 

grant legitimacy to the North korean regime. Not much is known about the public opinion 

of the DPRK, but it is theorized that working with the South Koreans and the United States 

on equal footing makes the Un regime appear strong. Since the appearance of strength is 

important for a regime that is based on the oppression of its people, dialogue with South 

Korea can be beneficial.
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 The downside to dialogue is that it hurts crisis negotiation tactics and that it will 

certainly require concessions from an already weak regime. If the DPRK cannot get a 

sustainable aid package in the dialogue, then the regime is at danger of collapsing. Since 

its needs are ever changing like all states, a constant crisis negotiation tactic may be more 

dynamic and possibly better suited at keeping the regime afloat than a set aid package 

negotiated and a particular point in time. However, this method is dangerous and risks war, 

which as we have already stated would be a death stroke for the Un regime. Concessions 

could also be a sign of weakness. The dialogue would be a sign of strength, but if the North 

Korean public manage to learn that the regime had to make significant concessions that 

would be a sign of weakness, and that must be avoided. For the North Koreans, establishing 

a dialogue could be a risky proposition, but has the potential for assistance for a country that 

desperately needs it.

Nuclear Nonproliferation / Military Tension
 Although establishing peace within the peninsula would be a great accomplishment, it 

will face many difficulties, one of which is to have all the parties involved in the Korean War: 

North and South Korea, the United States, and the People’s Republic of China, to agree on a 

single comprehensive deal, which may include compromises on issues where parties on either 

side may hold stubborn beliefs on.

  One such issue is nuclear nonproliferation. One of the main agreements in the 

2018 Inter-Korean dialogue was the goal to “realize, through complete denuclearization, a 

nuclear-free Korean peninsula,... South and North Korea shared the view that the measures 

being initiated by North Korea are very meaningful and crucial for the denuclearization of 

the Korean peninsula and agreed to carry out their respective roles and responsibilities in 

this regard.” Although, both parties have agreed to a nuclear-free peninsula, there have 

been speculation about North Korea’s cooperation in this agreement, with recent United 

Nations Security Council stating that “North Korea has not stopped its nuclear and missiles 

programmes… through massive increases in illicit ship-to-ship transfers of petroleum 

products.” Furthermore, in the light of the second 2018 Korean-dialogue and the 73rd session 

of the United Nations General Assembly, North Korean Foreign Minister, Ri Young Ho stated 
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that “Without any trust in the United States there will be no confidence in our national 

security and under such circumstances there is no way we will unilaterally disarm ourselves 

first.” Therefore, North Korea believes that denuclearization is not just denuclearization in 

the North Korean side, but of the entire Korean peninsula. Furthermore, North Korea not 

only considers the joint-military exercises by South Korea and the US as a pre-text war, as 

the Korean war has not ended yet, but also want, alongside with South Korea, a gradual 

disarmament for a nuclear-free Korean peninsula.

Ally Case Study: China
 The history of Chinese support of North Korea starts with the Korean War. When the 

American forces tried to push through Northern Korea all the way to China, the Chinese 

intervened and helped the Soviets and the North Korean forces repel the SOuth Koreans and 

their allies all the way back to the 38th parallel. Ever since then China has been North Korea’s 

closest partner both militarily and economically. 

 The Chinese have a vested interest in the continuation of the Un regime. They perceive 

the United States as one of their enemies and see South Korea as an extension of America. 

So they view North Korea as a buffer between them and one of their supposed enemies. In 

addition, the Chinese have no desire to have millions of refugees from a collapsed North 

Korea come into their country.  

 The primary way China supports North Korea is economically. Trade with China 

accounts for 90% of all of the trade the isolationist Korea engages in. From 2000 to 

2015 trade increased ten-fold, with a peak in 2014 of almost $7 billion (Albert). Multiple 

infrastructure projects in the border city of Dandong have recently been completed or started 

to ease trade with North Korea. In short the Chinese are very willing to work with North 

Korea to make money. In addition to trade the People’s Republic of China gives a lot of aid 

to the North Koreans. Over 30% of all aid to North Korea comes from China and they are the 

only major aid donors to not have decreased their aid package since the collapse of peace 

talks in 2009. Without the influx of cash from Chinese trade and aid, North korea would be in 

danger of imminent collapse. 

 espite China’s desire to keep the Un regime in power, relations with China have 
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deteriorated in since North Korea became a Nuclear power in 2006. According to Yvonne 

Chiu, China has two almost contradictory desires for North Korea: “  China wants North 

Korea to be weak, but not so weak that it would collapse, and incorrigible enough to keep the 

US occupied, but not so dangerous that it actually starts a war.” Since North Korea became 

a nuclear power this balancing act has become increasingly tenuous. North korea now has a 

credible threat and could start a nuclear war that would result in its destruction which would 

be bad for China, so its constant crises it causes are not harmless. The preferred status of 

North korea would be a docile country under China’s control, but the Un regime has proven 

itself to be unpredictable. To combat this the Chinese government has shown itself willing to 

enact sanctions on the DPRK. In 2017 when North korea launched missiles capable of hitting 

the United States, the Chinese expressed “grave concern and opposition” to North Korean 

activities. They eventually supported a version of sanctions that allowed them to continue 

shipping fuel to the Kim regime, but still put some sanctions in place. The Chinese has also 

signaled that they are prepared for the collapse of the Kim regime. They have constructed a 

barbed wire fence across the border to prevent migrants from getting through and they have 

begun the construction of refugee camps in the area. China clearly does not want the regime 

to collapse but the DPRK’s weakness can be a double edged sword, both benefiting and 

hurting the Chinese..

 On unification, China has mixed feelings. On the one hand, they fear that unification 

would inevitably result in the South Korean interests dominating the new Korea, thus 

eliminating their buffer between China and America. On the other hand, China has recently 

moved away from North Korea, but also towards South Korea. Since the liberalization of 

China’s economy, they have put increasing importance on their economic relations with 

other countries. Today the Chinese trade with the Republic of Korea is nearly 45 times the 

size of their trade with the DPRK (Pollack). This makes their relationship with South Korea, 

objectively more beneficial than their relationship with North korea. This gives unification 

some appeal to the Chinese. If they could replace their dependent unpredictable ally, with 

a predictable and rich ally, they could see a benefit. What is most profitable to the CHinese 

would be facilitating unification in a way that reduced US influence but kept the wealth of 

the Korean peninsula.
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